Dear Secretary Vilsack,

The Center for Food Safety (CFS) appreciated the opportunity to participate in the Roundup Ready alfalfa stakeholders’ forum held on December 20th of last year. Thank you for initiating this important dialogue.

Like you, we are eager to find a solution that equitably addresses the many issues involved in deciding on the applicants’ petition for nonregulated status for Roundup Ready alfalfa (RRA). In our view, two criteria should be paramount: the decision must be firmly grounded in sound science; and the outcome should be one that best serves the interests of all our nation’s farmers. CFS believes that these criteria are not in conflict, but rather mutually reinforcing. That is, only a scientifically sound decision can be in the best interests of American farmers.

Two of our major concerns with RRA deregulation are unintended gene flow from RRA to conventional and organic alfalfa, and the likelihood that introduction of RRA would worsen the ongoing epidemic of glyphosate-resistant weeds. Gene flow and resistant weeds have already caused substantial harm to thousands of American farmers, and thus deserve careful analysis in the context of RRA.

Harms from gene flow
Alfalfa is a bee-pollinated, perennial plant, which makes transgenic contamination much more likely than it is with self-pollinating crops like rice or wind-pollinated crops like corn. Yet confinement efforts with these more easily contained crops have often failed, sometimes spectacularly. Conventional corn and rice growers suffered losses in the hundreds of millions of dollars from contamination episodes involving two genetically engineered (GE) crops: StarLink corn (2000/2001)i and LibertyLink rice (2006/2007).ii The organic canola industry in Canada was “destroyed” by pervasive transgenic contamination.iii Two key similarities between canola and alfalfa – long-distance bee pollination and ubiquity of volunteers and feral plants – suggest a similar fate could befall conventional and organic alfalfa.

At present, Canada’s entire $320 million flax industry is threatened by GE contamination with a long de-registered variety that late in 2009 turned up unexpectedly in flax
shipments to the European Union, which has rejected them. There have been over 200 transgenic contamination episodes documented over the past decade, many of which have triggered rejection of shipments by grain elevators or food companies. Conventional and organic growers undertake expensive and often unsuccessful "contamination prevention" efforts, and many also commission expensive testing of their supplies for the presence of unintended transgenic material. Things have reached the point where grain dealers are "offshoring" organic production (e.g., organic seed corn) to foreign countries that are able to ensure production of uncontaminated product, costing American farmers jobs and income.

We applaud USDA for recognizing the serious impacts transgenic contamination has on farmers and proposing measures to mitigate it. However, for any such initiative to be successful, it must have two essential elements. First, liability for financial losses incurred by farmers due to transgenic contamination would have to be assigned to the applicants. Second, the Department itself would need to oversee implementation and enforcement of the plan. Past experience demonstrates the need for these measures.

Without clear assignment of liability, the GE crop developer may try to avoid accountability. We note that Bayer CropScience (developer of LibertyLink rice) denied any culpability for the contamination episode noted above that caused such huge losses to American rice farmers, and instead blamed "unavoidable circumstances which could not have been prevented by anyone"; "an act of God"; and farmers' "own negligence, carelessness, and/or comparative fault." In this light, it is troubling that co-applicant Forage Genetics has a history of refusing to inform conventional growers of the locations of RR alfalfa fields.

The Department would have to oversee implementation and enforcement of these plans because the applicants' conflict of interest disqualifies them for the task. Recall that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) delegated stewardship responsibilities for GE StarLink corn to Aventis CropScience, its developer, much as USDA proposes to let Monsanto-Forage Genetics (FGI) implement and enforce RRA stewardship via contracts or licenses with growers. Aventis misbranded some StarLink seed bags by not including required planting restrictions. Iowa attorney general Tom Miller suggested that Aventis failed to inform many farmers of restrictions on growing StarLink for fear of losing them as customers. The result was a huge and costly contamination debacle for American farmers. Monsanto and FGI would be in a similar conflict of interest situation – reluctant to enforce contractual stewardship obligations for fear of losing customers disinclined to fulfill them.

Monsanto recently provided an illustration of how conflict of interest operates to undermine compliance with stewardship obligations. In the summer of 2010, EPA fined Monsanto $2.5 million for distributing misbranded GE insect-resistant cotton seed. Due to Monsanto’s failure to include in Grower Guides EPA-ordered language prohibiting commercial planting of the cotton seed in 10 Texas counties, the seed was widely sold and planted in those counties from 2002 to 2007. The planting restrictions were part of EPA’s program to forestall evolution of insect resistance to GE insect-resistant crops (no comparable program exists for herbicide-resistant weeds fostered by RR crop systems).
Monsanto clearly profited from its violation of EPA rules, gaining substantial revenue from illegal seed sales over a six-year period. Monsanto and FGI would likewise profit if they were to maximize sale of RR alfalfa seed by violating the terms of any coexistence stewardship agreement they have with USDA.

**Harms from glyphosate-resistant weeds and increased herbicide use**

CFS is also greatly concerned that RR alfalfa would exacerbate the ongoing epidemic of glyphosate-resistant weeds, which have emerged over the past decade in response to massive use of glyphosate with Roundup Ready soybeans, cotton and corn. Glyphosate-resistant (GR) weeds presently infest over 10 million acres of U.S. cropland, with projections of 38 million acres, or one in every four row crop acres, by 2013. The many costs imposed by RR crop systems via evolution of GR weeds include increased pesticide pollution of the environment, increased soil erosion from tillage, and reduced farmer income from increased weed control costs.

Roundup Ready crops have led to use of 383 million lbs. more herbicide than would have been applied in their absence over the 13 years from 1996 to 2008. One important reason for this is the widespread evolution of glyphosate-resistant weeds they have fostered. According to the National Academy of Sciences, farmers respond to glyphosate-resistant weeds by "...increasing the magnitude and frequency of glyphosate applications, using other herbicides in addition to glyphosate, or increasing their use of tillage." Pesticidal responses to these resistant weeds include toxic arsenic-based herbicides and increased use of 2,4-D, the dioxin-laced component of the Vietnam War defoliant, Agent Orange. Many farmers afflicted with GR horseweed have resorted to tillage to remove them, abandoning their no-till regimes and in the process increasing soil erosion. In 2009 in Georgia, half a million acres of cotton were weeded by hand, at a cost of $11 million, to remove noxious, glyphosate-resistant pigweed, increasing per acre weed control costs from $25 to $60-100 per acre. The Midwest is also seriously impacted. Noxious tall waterhemp (Amaranthus tuberculatus) resistant to glyphosate and two to three other classes of herbicides is spreading throughout the Corn Belt. Weed scientists in Illinois warn that it is poised to become an “unmanageable” problem that could soon make it impractical to grow soybeans in some Midwestern fields.

The replacement of conventional alfalfa with Roundup Ready alfalfa in rotations already dominated by Roundup Ready corn (70% of national acreage) and RR soybeans (93% of national acreage) would sharply increase glyphosate selection pressure and spur glyphosate-resistant weeds to evolve still more rapidly, as even supporters of RR alfalfa concede, exacerbating the many harms noted above. And to what end?

RR alfalfa provides very little countervailing benefit, because alfalfa is a crop that simply does not require weed-killing chemicals. It grows vigorously in dense stands that crowd out weeds, and regular mowing effectively controls those that do emerge. This explains why just 7% of alfalfa hay acres in the U.S. are treated with any herbicide at all, and why USDA projects that substantial adoption of herbicide-promoting RR alfalfa would increase herbicide use by up to 23 million lbs. per year. This increased herbicide use would bring little benefit, as even USDA concedes that neither the quality nor the yield of
RR alfalfa hay has been demonstrated to be systematically better than that of conventional alfalfa.\textsuperscript{xxvii}

Glyphosate-resistant weeds are increasing weed control costs substantially, and in severe cases threaten to put farmers out of business\textsuperscript{xxviii} — farmers who for many years have been misguided by Monsanto into believing that Roundup Ready crops can be grown and sprayed with glyphosate year-in, year-out, without risk of weed resistance.\textsuperscript{xxix}

**Need for science “of the highest integrity”**
This brief overview demonstrates that transgene flow and glyphosate-resistant weeds have grave implications for American farmers, including alfalfa growers. Such serious issues must be addressed with science “of the highest integrity,” consistent with the Obama Administration’s recent memorandum demanding as much from all executive departments and agencies in their scientific policymaking.\textsuperscript{xxx}

USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) prepared a final environmental impact statement (FEIS) to serve as the basis for deciding on the status of Roundup Ready alfalfa. Three alternatives were proposed. Alternative 1 would allow cultivation of RRA only via permit from APHIS; Alternative 2 would allow planting of RRA with no restriction or oversight. Alternative 3 would allow RRA to be grown subject to certain geographic restrictions and isolation measures.\textsuperscript{xxxi}

While the FEIS represents a welcome first step in several respects, it unfortunately fails to meet the high standards of scientific integrity demanded by the President and his Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). We briefly describe a few of the many deficiencies in the FEIS below.

* **Co-plaintiffs are conventional growers:** APHIS mistakenly classifies co-plaintiff farmers as “organic,”\textsuperscript{xxxii} when in fact Phil Geertson and Pat Trask are conventional alfalfa growers. This error underscores a larger theme: RRA is not just an “organic vs. biotech” issue. Conventional alfalfa growers are equally concerned about the threat of RRA contamination.

* **Contamination “target” unjustified:** APHIS tacitly endorses co-applicant Forage Genetics’ “target” of 0.5% for maximum transgenic contamination of conventional/organic alfalfa\textsuperscript{xxxiii} as the basis for “co-existence,” despite the fact that far lower levels of contamination are easily detectable and would inevitably result in substantial loss of markets for conventional alfalfa growers.\textsuperscript{xxxiv}

* **Hay-to-seed contamination a certainty:** In its Alfalfa Seed Stewardship Program, the Association of Official Seed Certifying Agencies (AOSCA) has established 2 miles (10,560 feet) as the distance required to prevent gene flow from RR alfalfa hay to conventional seed fields.\textsuperscript{xxxv} APHIS’s proposal (for Tier II states with lesser alfalfa seed production) to allow planting of RR alfalfa hay within 165 feet of a conventional seed field if the former is harvested at or before 10% bloom\textsuperscript{xxvii} is scientifically unjustified and unworkable in the real world. Farmers often harvest after 10% bloom for reasons beyond their control.\textsuperscript{xxvii}
meaning substantial pollen production to cross-pollinate a neighboring seed field. APHIS provides no explanation for choosing this unprotective standard rather than the AOSCA-recommended 2 miles.\textsuperscript{xxxviii}

* **Contaminated seed a long-term, costly problem for conventional growers:** APHIS ignores the long-term costs that would be imposed on conventional alfalfa growers by contamination of their seed with the Roundup Ready trait, including the substantial costs of increased and more toxic herbicide use for stand removal and control of weedy, volunteer Roundup Ready alfalfa in follow-on crops.

* **APHIS relies on obsolete data:** In numerous instances involving pesticide use, resistant weeds, and other matters, APHIS relies on misleading, obsolete data that obscure serious problems with Roundup Ready crop systems like RRA that more recent data would have revealed. APHIS persisted in these errors even after being alerted to them in CFS comments on the draft EIS.\textsuperscript{xxxix} Here, APHIS certainly did not rely on information “of the highest integrity,” as required by Dr. Holdren, director of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy.

* **APHIS relies on politically motivated misinformation:** APHIS has also relied heavily on false “simulation” data and faulty analyses generated by entities with financial ties to the biotechnology industry – data and analyses that obscure negative impacts of RR crop systems like RRA and put these crops in a falsely positive light. Because APHIS has done this after being informed of the unreliable nature of the data it relied on,\textsuperscript{xl} it has allowed its analysis to be corrupted by “inappropriate political influence,” which violates another principle of the Obama Administration’s scientific integrity policy.

* **Incompetent analysis:** APHIS’s treatment of weed resistance lacks any competent, real-world assessment of how current RR crop systems (e.g. soybeans, cotton and corn) have triggered an epidemic of glyphosate-resistant weeds; of the many costs these weeds have imposed on farmers and the environment; or of RRA’s likely contribution to weed resistance should it be deregulated. The treatment also exhibits basic misunderstandings with respect to the forces involved in the evolution of herbicide-resistance in weeds, reflecting personnel who lack expertise in this area. As a result, the glyphosate-resistant weed risk posed by introduction of RRA is discounted and dismissed without scientific justification. Here, APHIS has violated the OSTP principle that scientific officers be selected “based primarily on their scientific and technological knowledge, credentials, experience, and integrity.”

* **APHIS misconstrues its statutory authority:** APHIS regulates GE crops under the Plant Protection Act (PPA), which as amended in 2000 incorporates the former Noxious Weed Act, the provisions of which give the Department broad powers to protect the interests of American agriculture from weeds that cause serious harm. In the FEIS, APHIS assiduously avoids any mention of its statutory, PPA-conferred authority to regulate GE organisms for “noxious weed risks” they may pose, even though RR crop systems like RRA have demonstrably generated harmful noxious weeds resistant to glyphosate herbicide.
These deficiencies in the FEIS, and many others like them, have resulted in a document that does not provide a scientifically sound foundation for a decision on the status of Roundup Ready alfalfa. Therefore, we respectfully request that USDA take appropriate steps to remedy the FEIS, and re-formulate and thoroughly re-consider the alternatives in light of the corrected analysis, before any decision is made on the Roundup Ready alfalfa petition for nonregulated status. This is an important and precedential decision, one that should not be rushed solely to meet the marketing timelines or sales targets of the applicants.

Center for Food Safety would like to thank you once again, Secretary Vilsack, for initiating the stakeholders’ dialogue on Roundup Ready alfalfa. We look forward to working with you to achieve an outcome that is both scientifically sound and in the best interests of American farmers.

Sincerely,

Andrew Kimbrell, Esq., Executive Director
Center for Food Safety

Bill Freese, Science Policy Analyst
Center for Food Safety

CC:
Phyllis Fong, Inspector General, United States Department of Agriculture
Nancy Sutley, Chair, White House Council on Environmental Quality
Lisa Jackson, Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency
Jim Jones, Deputy Assistant Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency
John P. Holdren, Director, White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
Patrick Leahy, U.S. Senate, United States Congress
Peter DeFazio, U.S. House of Representatives, United States Congress
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